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Figure 1. BodyLenses are body-controlled magic lenses that support parallel work in multi-user scenarios through territoriality (a), can be of various
shapes, e.g. body-centric shapes being modified by arm gestures (b), and provide personal tools and clipboards for local interaction on the display (c).

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Magic lenses are popular tools to provide locally altered
views of visual data. In this paper, we introduce the concept
of BodyLenses, special kinds of magic lenses for wall displays that are mainly controlled by body interactions. After
motivating the rationale for body-centric lenses, we present a
comprehensive design space of BodyLenses, where we analyse fundamental aspects such as appearance, function, interaction and use in multi-user contexts. Within that space,
we investigated and implemented a number of design alternatives and propose solutions for lens positioning, dynamic
shape modification, distance-based parameter mappings and
the use of BodyLenses as portable tool belts. We demonstrate
the practicality of our novel concepts with four realised application scenarios. With this work, we hope to lay the foundation for future research and systems based on body-driven
lenses.

Magic lenses [4] are a convenient focus and context technique
that present another view onto the data within a local area of
interest. They have been used for very diverse tasks in visualisation [36] but are also applicable to many other domains [4].
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Large displays are increasingly available and support both the
visualisation of large information spaces as well as multi-user
scenarios. However, while most magic lens applications in
research rely on mouse and keyboard interaction, this is obviously not convenient for display walls and multi-user scenarios. They rather call for more natural user interface techniques. In addition to multi-touch, researchers have analysed
mid-air gestures, body movement and body-controlled manipulations [17, 31]. It has been shown that physical navigation, i.e. the actual physical movement of the user in front of
a display, improves user performance when navigating information spaces [3]. For collaboration, Tang et al. [34] found
that territories on tabletops [29] are transient, a result that
Jakobsen and Hornbæk confirmed for interactive high resolution wall displays [18]. Therefore, we believe that a new
version of flexible, dynamic territories should be considered.
By creating interactive body-enhanced magic lenses we combine these diverse research topics: We apply the knowledge of body-centric interactions [17, 31], proxemic interactions [14] and the advantages of magic lenses [4, 36] to create
BodyLenses, flexible work territories with various functions
and tools. BodyLenses are body-controlled magic lenses that
appear when users move in front of a display wall and which
follow the users’ movements, adapting their properties to the
user’s motion (see Figure 1b). They can additionally be adjusted through other interaction modalities, e.g. using touch
on the display when in close proximity (see Figure 1c).

It is possible to apply our proposed BodyLenses in various
application scenarios, e.g. for the analysis of bio-medical
images, for information visualisation tools, for graph exploration and mind-map creation. In these cases, lens functions
can be helpful, e.g. to reduce edge congestion in graphs [35],
to apply colour filters to images [12], or to identify and show
users’ annotations [28]. However, BodyLenses are more than
magic lenses as users can seamlessly navigate the information space and focus on the data while the tool automatically
follows. Moreover, the user can navigate not only along the
display, but also towards and back from the wall display. This
can be used to transition between different parametrisations
of the lens function, e.g. to switch between different levels of
contrast when looking for possible tumours in an MRI image.
Further, in multi-user scenarios, users are made aware where
and what collaborators are currently working on, thanks to
their BodyLenses (see Figure 1a). Also, the personal properties of the lens allow access to personalised tools or items
from individual collections. In collaborative mind-map or
brainstorming activities, for example, users can add previously prepared sketches from their lenses.
In this paper, we contribute the concept of BodyLenses unifying aspects of magic lenses [4, 36] with territoriality [29], personal tools and proxemics [14]. We introduce the characteristics of BodyLenses and define the concept in the next section.
This is followed by a thorough analysis of the design space
based on prior work as well as our own contributions. We
suggest several novel concepts derived from the design space
that have not been covered in the literature and present our
own practical investigations of the field: We examine different possible BodyLens shapes and manipulations of the lens
as well as the modification of its parameters using the distance between users and the wall display. We further extend
the concept of body-controlled magic lenses by including a
tool belt for all kinds of manipulations within the lens and
personal clipboard areas. We implemented these novel concepts in four prototype applications that incorporate the discussed scenarios. Finally, we explore various challenges and
research question that arise when working with BodyLenses.
BODYLENS CONCEPT

We first describe the basics of the BodyLens concept by discussing its background in magic lenses and body-controlled
interaction. Then, we introduce and define the term BodyLens
and characterise these body-enhanced lenses.
Background

The concept of magic lenses, as introduced for user interfaces
by Bier et al. [4], describes an arbitrarily shaped area where
filters can be applied to present another view onto the data of
that region of interest. These filters can be any selection or alteration of the data or its view, e.g. a distortion of all or parts
of the selection (e.g. [1, 5]) or a revelation or reduction of
information (e.g. [22, 35]). This principle has been used for
various application contexts, tasks and data types. They have
recently been summarised for information visualisation in a
comprehensive survey by Tominski et al. [36]. The interactive quality of the lens that allows selecting different parts of
the data set, while typically leaving the context visualisation

Figure 2. Conceptual depiction of the BodyLens interaction space. In a
seamless way, users can move in front of the display, perform mid-air
gestures and interact directly on the screen to control the lenses.

unchanged, makes it a very convenient tool for exploration
for very diverse application cases.
So far, lenses have been mainly controlled in desktop environments using mouse interaction (e.g. [1, 35]), but they have
also been implemented for touch-enabled tabletops (e.g. [19,
21]) or made tangible and spatially-aware [32]. In this paper, we use the body as the main input device to control the
lens, which is what characterises our BodyLens concept. Similar to magic lenses, body-centric interaction has been extensively studied in the literature. Embodied interaction for wall
displays is the focus of design space analyses conducted by
Shoemaker et al. [31] and Müller et al. [24], but those research efforts do not address the specific case of lenses. Using the body’s shadow as a magic lens has been proposed very
shortly by Shoemaker et al. in their work on shadow reaching [30]. However, we call this idea into being, considerably
extend it and generalise the concept. We combine principles
of territoriality [29] and magic lenses [4, 36] to form a new
concept using both (mid-air) movement of individual body
parts as well as proxemic dimensions [14], such as distance
and movement. Additional interaction modalities, e.g. touch
and pen, are used to manipulate the lens’ parameters. While
these individual components are known, we unify them and,
with BodyLenses, provide a coherent local tool for the flexible
exploration and manipulation of information spaces, thereby
also creating adaptable personal territories for users.
Definition and Characteristics

We define the term BodyLens as any type of personal, bodycontrolled magic lens used on a vertical display. Thus, the
magic lens can apply any function to a user-centred region
of interest, including selection, zooming, focus+context, advanced visual modifications, or semantic changes to the data.
“Body-controlled” refers to a) any type of body movement
with regard to the fixed display as well as b) gestures of any
body part – most prominently arms and hands, but also head,
legs and feet – and any combinations thereof. Furthermore,
provided the display is an interactive surface, c) direct interaction on the display is also possible, e.g. by means of multitouch, pen or tangible input. While horizontal movements
along the wall display typically influence the position of the
lens, distal movements, body gestures and direct interactions
may influence any other parameter associated with the lens.

Figure 3. Three categories of BodyLens shapes with typical and promising examples.

We believe that the combination of the human body and a
magic lens is more than a simple mapping of novel means of
interaction to well-known functions. A BodyLens is indeed
not just a filter, but also a personal tool and a work territory.
BodyLenses support effortless, implicit navigation within an
information space as they automatically move with the user.
They can also be adjusted explicitly using either direct manipulation, e.g. touch on the display, or mid-air gestures. In
multi-user contexts, the lens function alters a local view into
the data space, not disturbing other users. Additionally, the
lens presents a personal territory that supports mutual awareness and fosters collaboration. Through personalisation we
also support individual tools along the lens, private annotations and ownership of associated elements.
BODYLENS – DESIGN DIMENSIONS

Both magic lenses and body-centric interaction have been extensively studied in the literature. The design space we propose here extends that prior work and establishes a general
frame of reference for body-centric interactive lenses in a variety of contexts. We divide our exploration of the space into
four main dimensions: appearance, function, interaction and
multi-user contexts. They are described with their properties in the following sections using examples from prior work
when relevant aspects are covered.
Appearance

The appearance of a BodyLens refers to its characteristic
visual features, specifically position on the display, shape
and rendering effects. The most common representations of
magic lenses are detailed in [36].
Position

The choice of the position of the lens on the display with respect to the user’s body, i.e. the anchor point of the lens, is an
important design aspect. Perhaps the most obvious materialisation of a BodyLens is a circle or a rectangle roughly centred
at eye-level of the user (Figure 3a). If such a lens is mapped
to the user’s physical movement in front of the screen, it can
only move horizontally, since the user’s head remains at the
same height. Therefore, additional means have to be devised
to also allow the lens to move vertically and to enable 2D

positioning in the whole screen space. This problem can be
avoided at the cost of additional space monopolised by the
lens, if the latter is made to span the entire height of the display, e.g. by using vertical stripes (Figure 1a). Such kind
of lenses might be particularly appropriate in multi-user scenarios, where each person working on the display occupies a
dedicated personal territory delimited by such a band.
Shape

The shape of magic lenses is typically round or rectangular,
but they can also have arbitrary silhouettes either explicitly
determined by the user (e.g. with a sketch) [5, 20] or by the
underlying data [16, 26]. Those types of shapes are of course
also applicable to BodyLenses, where the contours can be dynamically modified using body gestures (see Interaction).
Beyond the classic examples, other forms more specific to
body-centric lenses are conceivable. A BodyLens can be considered as a kind of augmented shadow, with the lens contour
more or less matching that of a virtual shadow cast by the
body on the display (e.g. [30]). “True shadow” BodyLenses,
i.e. lenses, whose outline exactly mirrors the contour of the
user’s body, presumably find more relevance in artistic installations or games such as [6, 9]. BodyLenses as virtual user
embodiments might also be useful for collaborative telepresence [40] and to represent personal spaces [11]. For colocated computing tasks, however, in particular information
visualisation applications, the projected shape of the human
body may not constitute an adequate view space for magnified or filtered data. Thus, for those contexts, body-based lens
shapes are likely to take more organic or geometric forms, e.g.
vertical stripes or bands, whose width roughly corresponds to
that of the body (as in [8]), to vertically elongated ellipses or
other oblong shapes.
In Figure 3, we propose a number of typical BodyLens shapes
that designers may choose to use in their applications, ranging
from conventional formats such as ellipses and rectangles (a)
to more body-centric silhouettes such as convex shadows,
mummies, stripes etc. (b), without forgetting data-driven,
content-aware shapes (c). We elaborate on practical aspects
of some of those proposed shapes further below.

Rendering Effects

Various rendering effects can be applied to the inner area as
well as to the borders of lenses. Borders, for instance, can
be fully rendered (thus mimicking real lenses) or they can be
implicit, i.e. the lens area is determined and visualised only
by the filtered content within or outside its bounds. Smooth
transitions between focus and context can also be introduced,
similar to soft vs hard shadows and Sigma Lenses [25], which
use time and translucence to smooth transitions between the
filtered content and the surrounding non-modified context.
Similarly, the area within the lens can exhibit various degrees
of opacity and filling patterns, e.g. a translucent image of
the user, depending on whether the lens should strictly display processed content or also fulfil other purposes (such as
providing visual feedback for awareness).
3D BodyLenses

While this paper mainly focuses on BodyLenses in 2D spaces,
the concept can readily be extended to 3D. In virtual 3D
worlds and augmented reality scenarios, the user’s body can
conceivably act as a 3D BodyLens that selectively filters volumetric information in the target space. In such contexts, the
standard shapes of 2D lenses, i.e., ellipses and rectangles,
respectively become ovoids and cuboids that “cut through”
chunks of volume data (3D magic lenses [37]). Similar to
vertical stripes that stretch from the bottom to the top of the
display, 3D stripes or cuboids mapped to the user’s physical
position can extend completely across one or more dimensions (that is, not only height, but also depth) to cover infinite
3D slices, and hence reduce the need for physical movement
or additional interactions to reach distant areas within the 3D
space. Closer to embodied representations still, one can also
conceive of a 3D avatar-lens of the user (the 3D version of
a shadow) that performs truly body-based 3D-filtering operations through the volumetric information space.
Function

The function of the BodyLens is the operation that is performed on the selected data. Most lenses are used for visualisation purposes [36], the most prominent example being
magnification (with a variety of scaling styles) emulating a
physical lens. Zooming lenses allow finer details of objects
within the magnified region to be observed, but they can also
allow more precise interaction with the content within that
zone [1, 19, 27]. Such kinds of scenarios are well suited
for BodyLenses, since the body naturally provides an interaction area within which the user can perform fine-grained
(multi-)touch and/or pen operations on the screen. In case
the BodyLens is entirely controlled by body (torso) or head
movements, the user’s hands and fingers can fully devote
themselves to the main task, as they are not required for
(re-)positioning the lens. An immediate extension of that concept for lenses, whose source data and visualisation view are
decoupled, is reaching assistance, that is local lenses used as
proxies to interact with physically distant or unreachable elements [13].
Further popular uses of visualisation lenses are to provide
different views of the underlying data, i.e. filters [33], and
to isolate desired items inside the lens (e.g. node links in

graphs [21]). Most lenses modify the elements inside them,
but they can also be used as samplers to modify the surrounding content [12]. Again, BodyLenses can be directly utilised
in those cases, e.g. as “magic shadows” that offer alternative
visualisations of data within their body-based bounds [30] or
to uncover portions of a hidden image overlapping with the
user’s body passing in front of the display [8, 9].
Lenses often provide tools to modify their functional parameters (e.g. zoom factor) or to manipulate their associated
content. In this sense, interactive lenses also function as
convenient tool palettes. The individual tools can be placed
on the lens itself as semi-transparent overlays (as in the initial toolglass interface [4] and in [11, 31]) or attached to its
edges [21]. Thus, a BodyLens can have a tool belt that hugs
its contour, so that the tools remain constantly at the user’s
fingertips as they follow him/her around when s/he moves to
different areas of the workspace (Figure 6).
Interaction

Interaction here deals with manipulation of BodyLenses
themselves and their generic properties and not with the underlying data, which is task-specific. The design space of
the former is however obviously influenced by the gestural
vocabulary of the latter, as the two have to form a coherent
and conflict-free whole in the final application. In principle, we can differentiate between fine-grained, finger-based
interaction on the screen (such as multitouch or pen input)
and coarse input through whole-body movements and arm or
hand gestures in front of the display, with possible transitions
between both types of input.
Position control

As introduced above, the standard mapping of body motion
to a lens is to couple the user’s physical position in front of
the display to the location of the lens on the screen. In such a
configuration, the BodyLens follows the user like a shadow as
s/he moves in front of the screen. There are several ways in
which that mapping can be realised. Depending on the shape
of the lens and the application requirements, a simple unidimensional mapping along the x-axis (Figure 2) suffices [8, 9,
38]. If the lens needs to be steerable over the entire 2D coordinate space of the screen, movement along the y-axis also
needs to be supported. One way to achieve this that we propose is to map the user’s distance from the display to vertical
movements (Figure 4a). Other approaches include using gaze
direction [2], head tilt or arm gestures (see below), depending on the availability of those interactions for lens operation.
Further, the moving element might not be the lens, but the
content underneath, e.g. a “cockpit view” with a fixed lens
where the background changes according to user movement.
In further applications, both the location of the lens and of
the data on the display might be simultaneously modifiable,
for instance, when the lens view is decoupled from its source
data.
Shape control

While position is likely the most obvious parameter of a
BodyLens that the user’s body can control, embodied interactions may also govern other attributes of the lens, including and especially its shape. In Figure 3, we presented a

number of examples of typical BodyLens shapes. Some of
those shapes, such as the shadows, continuously change by
nature. The other more geometric forms can also be modified
by appropriate body gestures. For example, one of the interactions that we propose for stripe-shaped lenses is to allow
their width to be increased by stretching the arms sideways,
thereby expanding the area covered by their function. For
more organic shapes, the arms can be used to punch bulges
in the lens contour to stretch it in desired directions, similar to sculpting gestures used in BodyAvatar to grow virtual
limbs [39]. To ensure that the lens size does not constantly
change with any arm movement, an explicit hand pose can
be required for shape-modifying interactions. Our contribution includes implementations of several dynamic shapemodifying techniques, which we describe further below.
Distance mapping and proxemics

The ability of users to move freely in the physical space in
front of the wall display to control a BodyLens is at the heart
of its interaction paradigm. We have seen that such control
can be based on a simple unidimensional mapping along the
x-axis to allow the lens to follow the user like a shadow, or
that it can also involve user movement towards and away from
the display, i.e. along the z-axis (see Figure 2), to allow it to
move vertically on the screen. Depth movement can also be
used to modify other lens parameters, especially that of the
filter function via which the target data is viewed. While not
explicitly making use of magic lenses, there are examples in
the literature, in which user-to-display distance has been used
to modify zoom [15], detail [10] and abstraction [22] levels
of visual data. Depending on the function and the parameter
to modulate, the distance-to-variable mapping can be continuous or discrete. While the former associates a variable with
continuous values to the distance between the user and the
screen (e.g. zoom factor), the latter often implies the partition of the physical space in front of the display into several
zones corresponding to different discrete states of the variable
(e.g. layer type). We discuss novel distance-based functional
mappings for BodyLenses in more detail in the next section.
Distance-based BodyLens interactions can also be designed
to mirror interpersonal engagement, based on familiar spatial
relationships governing social interactions, a principle known
as proxemics [14]. Thus, following the observation that approaching a person or a device signifies an increasing interest in interacting with that entity, BodyLenses can be made
to progressively react to users nearing the display following a gradual engagement design pattern [23]. Perhaps the
most straightforward realisation of that pattern is a progressive fade-in of the lens as the user comes closer to the screen.
When the lens is completely materialised, further distancebased interactions controlling a functional parameter can be
performed, as described above. If the display detects contact
input as well, a further “at-the-wall” stage might exist, where
users can directly operate lenses and content on the screen
using touch, pen or tangible interactions.
Multi-User Contexts

Another important dimension to consider is the number of
lenses and users interacting simultaneously. We can differ-

entiate between single-user and multi-user scenarios which
include parallel individual and collaborative work. For instance, with multiple active lenses, users have the possibility to overlap them to combine their effects. Examples using
classic lenses include operation composition in collaborative
visual queries [20] and, in the case of personal lenses with
user-specific IDs, sharing of private spaces [28, 31]. Adapted
to BodyLenses, those applications could rely on multi-user
embodied interactions to collaboratively create compound
lens functions and grouped spaces. Thus, BodyLenses that
completely or partially merge through concerted user actions
can form common embodied territories with shared properties and elements, e.g. a coalesced convex shadow lens within
which users work together on a common task. Thanks to the
very dynamic nature of BodyLenses, ad hoc groups with temporarily joint territories can be quickly formed and split as
users move towards and away from each other. This scenario can be viewed as an application of F-formations [23]
and more generally of proxemics [14].
Multiple non-overlapping lenses (and therefore presumably
also BodyLenses) have notable benefits in InfoVis situations
where visual datasets need to be viewed side by side and compared, with the help of dynamically varying filter functions.
An example of such parallel body-based data view control
(albeit not through lenses per se) is presented in [10]. Extended to flexible and versatile BodyLenses, this paradigm allows groups of people to collaboratively examine multiple arbitrary facets of a common dataset through vignettes that can
be freely moved, scaled and adapted using natural proxemic
and body-driven interactions (Figure 4).
A further advantage of BodyLenses in multi-user contexts is
their ability to provide mutual awareness. Much like digital shadows, which are known to possess that property [30],
BodyLenses that follow the user continuously indicate his/her
current locus of attention (i.e. “I am currently working on the
content in that lens”). Those moving lenses are noticed by
the other collaborators, who can then adapt their behaviour
accordingly. As with shadows and visual feedback reflecting
users’ motions and postures, we imagine that the awareness
benefits of BodyLenses particularly manifest themselves in
co-located situations, in which users interact in a contactless
manner with the display. This is likely true to an even greater
extent in remote collaboration conditions, where the lack of
physical co-presence of other participants needs to be further
compensated (similar to what virtual embodiments achieve
for remote collaborative whiteboard applications [40]). In
such settings, the lens would therefore function both as a tool
to interact with the data as well as a mechanism to maintain
mutual awareness between workers (co-located or remote).
Finally, we mention a particular category of multi-user scenarios in which the user’s body plays a role not only as input
to control a BodyLens, but also as a physical obstacle in front
of the display. Those cases occur particularly in situations,
when privacy needs to be safeguarded in (semi-)public environments. Specifically, the body blocks access to other people
in the vicinity, while the lens creates a confined view of the
private content that can only be visualised by the owner [7].

NOVEL CONCEPTS AND PRACTICAL INVESTIGATIONS

Dynamic Shapes

Based on our design space already including several suggestions that advance prior work, we implemented a number
of application prototypes. They serve as examples for the
feasibility of our concepts and demonstrate the potential of
BodyLenses. Several HCI experts regularly provided feedback during our iterative development process, leading to a
number of novel concepts which, to the best of our knowledge, have not been reported before. Those concepts are introduced below along with a more in-depth exploration of the
dimensions of BodyLenses and solutions for some of the practical challenges that we faced.

In our design space, we identified several different shapes for
the lenses (Figure 3), divided into three categories. We implemented a selection of them for our prototypes which enables
us to investigate multiple levels of embodiment (for some results, see Figure 4). Specifically, we created the elliptical and
rectangular shapes (classic geometries), content aware shapes
(data-driven), as well as the stripe, bullet, convex shadow and
mummy shapes (body-centric). These lenses were used to
various degrees in the prototypes. All shapes were tested with
the graph explorer while the artistic application was designed
for the stripe shape.

We address adjustment of dynamic shapes to the user’s position and pose as well as the mapping of their distance to the
wall to various properties and parameters of the lens, as we
see these aspects as the main differentiators between magic
lenses and BodyLenses. We also explore the role of the lens as
a personal territory and tool belt with menus and clipboards.
We end this section by discussing open research questions.
Applications and Implementation

We implemented four applications derived from the scenarios
presented in the introduction, which we then use for our practical investigations. As magic lenses have been proved valuable tools for information visualisation, we implemented 1) a
graph explorer with various lens functions derived from this
background, e.g. Local Edge, Bring Neighbours and Fisheye [35]. For multi-user brainstorming, we further developed
2) a mind mapping tool that allows creation and manipulation
of items using personal lens territories. Further, 3) an image analysis tool allowed us to investigate the application of
body-enhanced lenses with different colour filters and optical
zoom lenses. Finally, we also implemented 4) a small artistic
application that explores the casual exploration of proxemic
dimensions and gestural interaction to create a dynamic piece
of art. Our prototypes show the variety of possible usage scenarios for BodyLenses and feature various shapes from our
proposed design space. We will further elaborate the important aspects and challenges in the next sections.
Similar to previous work [22, 23, 24], we divide the area in
front of the wall into multiple zones (Figure 2). In our particular setting, we label the area closer than 0.5 m to the wall as
“touch-interaction zone” (A). The area from 0.5 m to roughly
2.5 m is the main zone for body-centric interaction (“bodyinteraction zone”, B). Beyond 2.5 m the user is considered
outside of the interaction zone (C) and no BodyLens is created or the existing lens fades out.
The prototypes were developed in Python using libavg1
framework for visualisation. Our setup consists of an interactive display wall of 4.86 m in width and 2.06 m in height
(frame at 2.3 m), with a resolution of 7680 × 3240 pixels. The
movements and body of each individual user is tracked using
a Kinect One2 fixed to the ceiling at the back, i.e. behind the
users facing the wall.
1
2

http://www.libavg.de
http://www.kinect.com

Body-driven lens movement

When users step in front of the wall, a new BodyLens is
created in correlation to the user’s position, which follows
whenever users move. As previously discussed, our proposed
default mapping positions the lens to encompass the area in
front of the user at eye level. The lens movement is closely
coupled to the central body motion of the user (i.e. the torso)
on all axes. For geometric and content-aware shapes, the lens
is centred at the user’s shoulder position, while the bodycentric shapes present a widened shadow in front of the user.
When in the “touch-interaction zone”, users can drag the lens
on the screen, which creates an offset relative to their current
position. This offset is maintained when users move, thus allowing them to easily reach top or bottom areas of the display
across its entire length. When the distance to the wall is too
large for touch interaction, one of the solutions we propose
to control the vertical position of the lens is to use up-anddown hand movements. When users are within the “touchinteraction zone”, the lens is frozen and its position no longer
coupled with their movement. This enables working on details of the data and avoids jitter. Users may still drag the lens
while it is frozen.
Body-driven shape adjustments

Depending on the type of shape that is used and the current
goal of the user, there are several ways in which the shape
of the lens may react to the user’s movements. The shape of
the lens can be adjusted implicitly by using the user’s current
pose. If, for example, the user raises a hand to access some
data, the shape may bulge outward at that location, mimicking the user’s movement. The lens may also react in a more
subtle way as the relation between body parts changes during movement. However, in most scenarios the user focuses
on the underlying data, not on the lens itself. Therefore, the
closely coupled shapes might not be suitable. We strongly
reduced lens shape movements in our prototypes by not considering the very active body parts, e.g. hands or fingers, but
the more body-centric movements (the torso). This further
supports the active movement of hands for touch interaction.
Users can also explicitly change and adapt the lens shape to
include or exclude data. For this, we propose a grabbing gesture, which consists of raising the arms and closing the hands
in mid-air. To provide feedback, the shape becomes highlighted and can then be modified as the shape’s border is ”attached” to the user’s fist. For the stripe shape, only horizontal movement is possible, which widens or shrinks the stripe.

Figure 4. User’s distance to the display changes a) vertical position of the lens, b) size of the lens, c) function parameter (here: zoom), or d) visualisation
parameters (here: selected time steps).

All implemented classic geometric shapes allow adjustment
in both horizontal and vertical directions. Embodied shapes
can similarly be altered by bulging the contour when grabbing their border and moving the hands. Clutching is possible
when the user re-opens, moves and re-forms the fist.
One of the main challenges while implementing this functionality was the placement of the Kinect to guarantee robust tracking of all users. As the recognition is best when
the Kinect is placed in front of the user, integrating it directly
into the wall (as in [9]) would give the best results. This, however, was not possible in our setup. Placing the Kinect above
or below the wall results in unreliable recognition because of
the steep angle. Thus, we decided to place the device behind
the users, who face the wall. This results in reliable tracking,
but makes the detection of certain gestures such as closed fists
more difficult.
Mappings of User-to-Wall Distance and Movement

While movement along the wall is tightly coupled with the
horizontal position of the lens, the distance can be mapped
more freely and in interesting ways. In the following, we propose a number of promising mappings, that we investigated
and implemented within our application scenarios.
Mapping distance to lens features

From the design space, we derived four categories of lens
control based on distance-mapping: mapping to a) lens position, b) lens properties, c) lens function parameters, and
d) visualisation parameters. The suitability of those mappings
depends on the application context and task as well as user
preferences.
The user’s distance to the display can be used to change the
vertical position of the lens, moving it up and down by stepping forward or backward (see Figure 4a). This way, all areas of the display can contain data and can still be explored
by the user through the lens. However, the mapping should
always ensure that the lens is at eye-level when moving at
arm-distance to the wall, so that manipulations using touch
are still possible. In our implementation, the user can move
the lens up and down when far from the wall. When stepping
closer to the wall, the BodyLens returns to eye-level.
Different lens properties can be controlled by changing the
distance to the wall. We define a lens property as any parameter of the lens that is independent from its currently selected function or content. One example is the mapping of

the distance to the size of the lens, i.e. the width and height
of a geometric shape, the width of a stripe, or a factor to enlarge a body’s mapped shadow. However, different mappings
and factors to manipulate size are possible: 1) When stepping
back from the wall, the lens becomes larger, thus increasing
the spatial coverage of the lens function. This type of mapping coincides with the notion of considering the lens as a
shadow with the light source behind the user [31]. 2) Alternatively, we can consider the lens as a tool for the data in front
of the user. Here, users standing in front occlude, and thereby
occupy, more data than users in the back. Hence, when stepping back, the lens area becomes smaller (Figure 4b). This
also coincides with the fact that by stepping back we assume
that the user’s intention is to get an overview of the data, focusing more on the context, not the lens and its focus area.
As with the mapping type, however, its direction may be very
dependent on task, context and user preferences.
The lens function itself may also have certain parameters,
which can be adjusted, e.g. the zoom level of a lens (Figure 4c). It is possible to map these parameters of the lens
function to the distance from the wall. A useful application for this are for example lenses for graph visualisations
as mentioned above, or a semantic zooming lens: By stepping closer to the wall, nodes expand and the user can see
more details. In our small artistic installation, we use lenses
to paint and manipulate colour stripes on the screen. Here,
the distance changes the colour of the user’s stripe. Based
on our implementation, we suggest that when the lens is used
not only for exploring but also to manipulate content, it is essential to choose a distance at which the user can simply look
at the result without changing it. For the art installation, we
additionally use a dwell time before any stripes are painted
onto the display.
Finally, general visualisation parameters of the data can be
influenced by the user’s distance to the wall. One example is the mapping of the third dimension of the information
space to the distance, so that movement from and towards the
display actually maps to depth movement in the 3D virtual
space. This way, we propose the local exploration of arbitrary
slices of volumetric or spatial data by using BodyLenses. Another important dimension in today’s big datasets is the special property of time. Data such as the measurements of traffic
behaviour or the development of a tumour are often analysed
with respect to time. Comparing different time steps with
each other and slicing through these time-dependent data sets

are essential tasks during analysis. In our image analysis prototype, we map the user’s distance from the wall to the time
dimension. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first
to propose this mapping of body movement to time. It allows
the user to individually select a desired time frame, which can
often be changed only globally. This further supports parallel
work on the whole data set (Figure 4d).
Selecting the direction of the mapping

In our observations, we found that even for the simple case of
zooming, some users prefer having the detailed view close to
the wall and the less detailed view from afar, supporting the
assumption that stepping back equals focusing on the context,
while others preferred seeing the details from afar, helping
them to better compare them to the context data. Hence, it
is not only the application designer’s selection that should be
considered, but also the personal embodiment character of the
lens and therefore users’ individual preferences. This can be
specifically supported when including user identification, e.g.
by using the Kinect, or other biometric approaches, such as
the hand contour [28].

Figure 5. The lens is compensating the distance of the user by enlarging
its content so that it appears to be the same size.

in addressing this problem: It is possible to 1) use the hand
motion to move the lens up and down. The user can also 2) resize the lens to reach the upper or lower part of the display.
Alternatively, it is possible to 3) set an offset by dragging the
lens using touch, which is maintained upon moving in front
of the display. Finally, the height can be influenced by 4) the
user’s distance from the wall. We believe the whole subject
of reachability for wall displays is an interesting question for
future research.
BodyLens as a Personal Tool Belt and Clipboard

Comparing different slices of the visualisation

To compare different slices of the data, a user will generally
move back and forth within the visualisation dimension. For
example, when time is mapped to the distance to the wall,
the user can compare different time cuts by moving towards
the display. To see multiple slices of the data at the same
time, users can work cooperatively, with each user selecting
a value of the dataset to be compared, as implemented in our
prototypes. Conceptually, users can also freeze their lens and
create a second one to compare two different slices of the
visualisation.
Compensating visual shrinking at larger distances

Previously, we discussed using the distance to the wall to
change the function, e.g. to create other views onto the data,
and imply the user’s intentions, e.g. to see details when
stepping closer. However, when stepping back, e.g. slicing through time, elements seem smaller from further away.
To be able to still properly compare these layers, it is important that users see the same amount of detail and content
that they saw before from close by. Hence, we contribute the
concept of automatically enlarging the BodyLens and the elements within to compensate for the user’s movement. Thus
the user perceives the content to be always the same size (see
Figure 5) regardless of the distance, which is used to control
another parameter like time.
Reachability of all areas of the wall

A problem that arises when working with body-controlled
lenses on and in front of a display wall is the reachability
of certain areas of the wall. This especially concerns the upper areas, which might not be reachable because of the user’s
size, and the lower areas, as kneeling down might be uncomfortable or inappropriate. For example, the top of our wall
display is at roughly 2.3 m, which can be unreachable even for
people of average height. This reachability problem arises for
any shape that does not cover the complete height of the wall,
i.e. all but the stripe shape in our selection. We implemented
four alternatives in our prototypes, that we found promising

The BodyLens is not only a tool in itself, it can also provide additional tools depending on the current task and context. For network manipulation, tools for node or edge creation might be necessary. Similarly, our mind-map application requires tools for creating and manipulating items (see
Figure 1c). We suggest personal tool belts as a means to
arrange and access these menus and tools attached to a lens.
Thereby the lens becomes a user’s personal territory for work
on the mind-map. In accordance to the BodyLens concept,
tool belts will move implicitly with the user. In previous
work menu icons or applications were placed within a user’s
shadow [11, 31]. As we apply this concept to BodyLenses,
the content within that shadow is very important. Hence, in
our implementation, we found placing menus and tools at the
border to be beneficial as it enables the content of the lens
to be entirely visible (Figure 6a). The selection of required
tools is dependent on the role, current task or general preference of the user. If the system supports user identification,
content created within a lens can be associated with a specific
user. This means not only the tools but also the content can be
personalised and highlighted per user, which we also investigated in our prototype. This offers further possibilities, such
as users locking their content to prevent changes from other
users or removing all their personal content from the display
if they decide to no longer participate in the collaboration.
BodyLenses can also function as individual storage containers with access to personal data, which can be accessed on the
tool belt of the personal lens. Within our mind-map application, images or previously prepared sketches can be added to
the mind-map through the lens. To categorise, sort and manage these items, a part of the lens can function as a clipboard
to which items can be attached (Figure 6b). When multiple
people want to work together and exchange items, individual
clipboards can be shared.
Since the shape of a BodyLens can be very dynamic, the
placement of elements like menus and clipboards is not easy.
We therefore suggest that for each shape certain parts of the
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Figure 6. a) The lens’ tool belt is placed along the border, so that the
result of the LocalEdge function [35] is visible; b) The user can add postits from the mind-map to the clipboard.

border need to be defined as paths where the tools may be
placed. In our prototype, the circular lens defines a circular
path for the clipboard and menu, while the rectangular lens
defines straight paths (Figure 6). However, the design has to
take into account the probable position of the user’s arms.
When positioning the menu at the top, the user might occlude the data within the lens when switching functions. It is
our goal to conduct further research regarding this placement
along dynamic body-centric lenses, since early experiments
within our prototypes have revealed this to be a challenging
topic.

We presented BodyLenses, a novel concept combining the
principles of magic lenses with the advantages of bodycentric and gestural interaction. Our body-enhanced lenses
support implicit movement together with the user in front of
the display. They apply the rich set of existing functions of
magic lenses in very diverse application scenarios. Thanks to
their embodiment capabilities, BodyLenses incorporate transient personal work territories that provide awareness of the
user’s position and work content.
In this paper, we contributed a thorough analysis of the design
space dimensions of BodyLenses including related work and
our novel concepts. We focused on new concepts for lens positioning, dynamic shape adjustment and possible mappings
of the user’s distance to various lens properties as well as personalisation aspects. We presented multiple prototypes that
strengthen and confirm the potential of BodyLenses including
a graph explorer, an image analysis tool, a mind-map creator, and an artistic application. Further, we discussed challenges and important issues to address when designing for
body-enhanced lenses on interactive wall displays.
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Open Research Questions

With the presentation of the design space, concepts and initial
prototypical implementations of BodyLenses, we have laid
the foundations of a research framework for embodied magic
lenses. From this foundational work a number of research
questions emerge that require further investigation. Perhaps
most fundamental to the validation of the concepts underlying BodyLenses are the application contexts within which
those lenses should be applied to efficiently support the tasks
at hand. A particular challenge is to design efficient and
intuitive lens interactions that work as intended by the user
by a) avoiding always-on problems and involuntarily activating functions, b) allowing to explicitly trigger desired lens
changes (e.g. by raising the arm or performing mid-air gestures) and most importantly c) that do not interfere with the
primary data exploration and manipulation tasks.
There is considerable freedom within the design space and it
remains to be investigated what lens shapes, attributes, interaction techniques and embodied tools are most suitable for
each considered scenario. Specific solutions have to be investigated for the placement of elements along body-centric
lenses, to conveniently reach all areas of the display (particular top and bottom areas) and for the freezing functionality
which allows to temporarily fix lenses, their properties and
their parameters. In terms of experimental validation, appropriate evaluations will have to confirm the advantages of
BodyLenses compared to traditional magic lenses. The intricate case of multi-user environments, with issues such as
territoriality, awareness, group dynamics, privacy and further
social factors within both co-located and remote collaborative
work, will also have to be tackled specifically. Related to that,
technical solutions have to be developed for reliably tracking
occluded users in crowded situations and for user identification to allow true personalisation.
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